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SUFFERING THE WICKED 

WHEN TAKING UP the task of judging 
the Brethren or lesser members of the 
Church, there are four basic principles I use: 

First, all sin. Whle God cannot look upon 
sin with the least degree of allowance, he is 
able to use men and women in spite of their 
sins. However, no one should be fooled into 
believing that a particular package of sins is 
more accevtable than another. 

~econd,'if God can turn the works of evil 
people to do his will, then he should also be 
able to turn the acts of his servants to bring 
about his will. The Old Testament reveals 
numerous examples of God worlung with 
prophets and judges with gross sins. 

Third, in taking offense with those God 
calls to leadership or whom God accepts into 
his church, one- is taking offense at Gods 
decisions and choices and rejecting his ser- 
vants. Since God counsels us to be patient 
and to avoid taking offense, we are left with- 
out excuse when our actions reject God. 

Fourth, God is greater than the world. 
Either God rules or anything can be had for 
money If God rules, he can author our salva- 
tion, work perfect judgment, and "judge be- 
tween me a id  thee." ~f money and the world 
rule, then we all die and our judgments are 
futile as well as puerile. 

It is easy to find fault with the weak and 
foolish. ~ o d  has ~rornised us leaders who are 
not from the wise and the learned, but who 
are of the same flesh and weaknesses as we 
are. Given that our leaders live up to those 
descriptions, will we still look to the author 
and finisher of our faith? Will the weak 
things become strong unto us, or will the 
servants of Christ turn into stumbling blocks 
and rocks of offense? Titus 1: 15 warns how 
our judgments reflect back on us. 

As Peter said, "We must bear wicked men 
with patience, brethren, knowing that God 
who could easily wipe them out, suffers them 
to carry on to the appointed day in which the 
deeds of all shall be judged. Wherefore 
should we not then suffer whom God suf- 
fers?" (in Clementine Recognitions 111,491. 

STEPHEN R. MARSH 
Wichita Falls, TX 

HONEST ACCOUNTS 

A FEW MONTHS ago, President Gor- 
don B. Hinckley came to a multiregional 
conference in Lansing, Michigan. In the Sat- 

urday afternoon leadership meeting he took 
questions. Being in attendance as an assistant 
ward clerk, I stood quivering in my shoes to 
ask: "Why don't the general authorities today 
speak openly about their remarkable spiri- 
tual experiences in the way that Joseph did!" 

President Hinckley answered my ques- 
tion at length, saying that the Church leaden 
do have many important spiritual experi- 
ences. He mentioned revelations on family 
home evening, extending the priesthood to 
all worthy men, and instituting the new bud- 
get policy He pointed to the tremendous 
growth of the Church, suggesting that it 
would not have been possible without divine 
guidance. What he did not do, which I hun- 
gered for, was give a description of what it 
was like to receive those revelations on mat- 
ters of Church administration. If accounts of 
angels are now too sacred to reveal, then I 
would like to hear of a burning in the bosom 
in response to the Spirit. If their experiences 
as general authorities are to be kept secret, 
then I would like to hear, in their own words, 
in full honesty, how they gained a testimony 
when young and kept it through the inevita- 
ble vicissitudes of life. Such honest, unvar- 
nished, personal testimonies in conference 
talks strengthen our faith more than doctrinal 
restatements or second-hand anecdotes. 

With some exceptions, it seems that mod- 
em Church leaders make no direct public 
claim to spiritual gifts other than enhanced 
judgment in Church administration. There is 
a great enough dearth of accounts of spiritual 
manifestations among recent Church leaders 
that several of my Mormon friends have been 
led to wonder whether the general authori- 
ties have any. Believing our leaders have 
many spiritual manifestations even now, I 
found myself asking why they are so reticent 
about the spiritual experiences they do have. 

One of my friends pointed out that the 
precedent set by Joseph Smith was to talk 
openly about at least a subset of his spiritual 
experiences. Though he did not speak much 
of the First Vision until many years after- 
ward, he spoke early and often of the visits of 
the Angel Moroni. Joseph Smith let neither 
fear of a disbelieving world-already stocked 
with hostile journalists-nor a view of the 
inhabitants of the United States as swine to 
be kept from pearls prevent his proclama- 
tions of the truth of the divine and angelic 
restoration of the gospel. 

Several possible explanations for the cur- 
rent reticence about spiritual experiences 
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come to mind. Perhaps the decline of the 
nineteenth-century "magic world view," writ- 
ten about by D. Michael Quinn, has made it 
uncomfortable to speak publicly of powerful 
spiritual experiences. Perhaps the tendency 
to portray general authorities as superhuman 
has made them ashamed of seemingly small 
but powerful experiences. Perhaps God re- 
strains them from sharing things because we 
are not ready for more. Perhaps the decline 
in accounts of spiritual experiences from our 
leaders is largely accidental. Since new gen- 
eral authorities follow the teaching and 
preaching style of those more senior, a grad- 
ual drift away from speaking about spiritual 
experiences and toward an emphasis on ra- 
tional understanding and harmonization of 
existing scripture, nudged along, perhaps, by 
sociological forces about which we can only 
guess, took place without anyone intending 
such a shift to occur. 

In my own ward, I have seen the power of 
honest accounts of the spiritual experiences, 
growth, and troubles in individuals' lives. 
Inspired in part by Orson Scott Card's notion 
of a Speaker for the Dead who gives an hon- 
est account of someone's life as that life ap- 
peared to the one who lived it, sharing 
honest accounts of our own spiritual lives 

while we are still alive can increase the depth 
of spirituality and community in our wards 
and stakes. "Pillars of My Faith" at Sunstone 
symposiums encourages such honest spiri- 
tual autobiographies, but there is time for 
only a few to participate directly in such a 
large gathering. Testimony meetings give the 
opportunity for such sharing, but only if we 
take that opportunity and push back the 
boundaries of what people feel comfortable 
in saying in those meetings to allow the tell- 
ing of the difficult spiritual experiences that 
almost always stand in counterpoint to posi- 
tive spiritual experiences. 

I recently taught Helaman chapters 4 and 
5 in the gospel doctrine class. In Helaman 4 
we read of pride, riches, oppression of the 
poor, "making a mock of that which was 
sacred, denying the spirit of prophecy and 
revelation," and various other crimes causing 
the Nephites to be "left in their own strength" 
(4:12, 13) and so to a great defeat at the 
hands of the Lamanites. In Helaman 5 ,  we 
read of fire encircling the formerly wicked 
but repentant Lamanites and the sharing of 
that remarkable experience converting so 
many Lamanites that they returned the land 
they had conquered to the Nephites. We 
discussed "the spirit of prophecy and revela- 

tion," and while various members of the class 
shared their spiritual experiences, I had a 
small spiritual experience myself. It occurred 
to me as a flash of insight and seemed em- 
phasized to me by the Spirit, that when it 
speaks of "making a mock of that which was 
sacred (4:9), the verse can be likened unto 
us as a warning against making light of each 
other's spiritual experiences. It can often be 
appropriate to soberly discuss the boundary 
between natural and divine in someone else's 
experience, but we should never ridicule an 
experience so close to someone else's heart. 
Only if we respect and honor one another's 
spiritual experiences, as honestly told in 
human weakness, will we feel fully free to 
share those experiences with each other. 

MILES SPENCER KIMBALL 
Ann Arbol; MI 

WHAT IS MAN? 

I WAS SURPRISED at the space allotted 
David Knowlton's jejune and aphotic "On 
Mormon Masculinity" (SUNSTONE 16:2). 
Consisting of unsupported assumptions, 
mushy logic, and fashionable platitudes, it is 
typical of contemporary social science dis- 
course. Its fear-of-women, fear-of-sex clichb 
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were almost unbearable, its preening fillips at enment of said theory, for it suggests that 
Church culture embarrassingly trite, and its men are, or ought to be, a bunch of subrnis- 
trendy nostrums for Mormon male angst de- sive lapdogs waiting for Mormon feminists to 
void of substance. descend u ~ o n  them en masse to correct their 

Tom between the Church's emphasis on gender disfigurements. 
sexual restraint and American culture's em- Nevertheless, I personally tingle as I await 
phasis on sexual performance, the traditional my own eminent reconfiguration. - 
Mormon male is, in Knowlton's view, a bag of THOMAS J. QUINLAN 
pathologies. Knowlton is not surprised, 
therefore, to find anecdotal evidence of fear 
of physical contact between the sexes and 
sexual dysfunction in marriage among Mor- 
mons. In fact, Knowlton finds pretty much 
whatever he is looking for; thus, for instance, 
"it should not surprise us" that the Church 
office building is, in fact, a phallic symbol 
representing male dominance. From the out- 

Salt Lake City 

WHAT'S IN A NAME? 

EGAD, 1 AM bothered, boggled, and 
bewildered, and worse, apparently, teetering 
on the verge of apostasy because of my paper 
presented at the 1992 Sunstone Symposium 
in Salt Lake City, "The Second Coming! Wait 

set we are expected to take as axiomatic the a Second. What Dav and What  our!" In it I 
view that &sculinity has little biological quoted from the H ~ ~ O T - J  of the Church, where 
basis, but is, rather, dependent upon the on 14 February 1835 Joseph Smith exhorted 
public display of masculine acts: "One is only the members of Zion's Camp to "go forth to 
as much a man as one's last male act." prune the vineyard for the last time, for the 

May the merciful heavens save us from 
that which follows: "Women also represent to 
men their own potential impotency . . . as 
exacerbated by their attempts to repress and 
control their libidos. Simply put," gushes 
Knowlton, "Mormon women represent to 
Mormon men a threat of emasculation." 
Moreover, Mormonism's lack of emphasis on 
the doctrine of a Heavenly Mother is due, not 

coming of the Lord--even fifty-six years 
should wind up the scene." On that day 
Lyman E. Johnson and Heber C. Kimball 
were promised that they should witness the 
Second Coming. The next day Orson Hyde, 
David W Patton, William McLellin, John F: 
Boynton, and William Smith were all assured 
that they would live "until the Lord comes" 
(DHC 2:181-91). 

to a lack of scriptural information, but I pointed out that the Second Coming had 
"because she implies a threat . . . to the indi- been expected ever since the First Coming. 
vidual Mormon male's sense of self as man." The New Testament wasn't written until 
What is more, "Mormonism is a religion ob- some seventy years after the death of Jesus, 
sessed with masculinity." Proof of this may be 
found in the Church's "attempts to socialize 
its youth into the yoke of priesthood. . . . " 

What would our expositor have us do for 
this writhing, groping creature, the naked 
Mormon male, so depicted in illustrations 
that accompany the article? W e  should re- 
consider masculinity using the textured ad- 
vances of feminist theory to explore the 

because he was expected to return any day 
Little did I realize the danger of such 

statements until the Salt Lahe Tribune pub- 
lished a clvlling article on 2 December 1992 
headlined, "Mormons' End-of-World Talk 
Could End LDS Membership." Ronald Garff, 
who had been selling tapes called "Today 
through Armageddon," was warned by 
Church authorities in Salt Lake to cease and 

nuances of gender," says Knowlton. Risking desist or face excommunication. Avraham 
knee injury with such politically correct gen- Gileadi also faced the axe for his writings and 
uflections, this smarm of psychobabble and lectures on the subject. Several people have 
feminist theory will likely offend even those already been consigned to the buffetings of 
males who have already received the enlight- Satan for latter-day talk. 

<& Pontius' Puddle 
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My paper stated that the Nauvoo Temple 
was believed to be more than the house of the 
Lord; it was to be his actual residence at the 
Second Coming. 

"The history of the Mormons since 
Nauvoo has been a veritable litany of signs 
that the Advent was near," I said. "As I write 
this, just two weeks ago the priesthood les- 
son was devoted to a discussion of the many 
signs of the Last Judgment which already 
have come to pass, and the very few remain- 
ing." However, if the Brethren have had later 
and different information, so be it, and let me 
repent fast. 

If we can no longer believe or talk about 
such things while remaining in good stand- 
ing, vital changes are essential in order to 
conform to the new policy First, we should 
immediately recall the seven volumes of the 
History of the Church, which are rife with 
predictions of the imminent Advent. Second, 
the name of the Church is an anachronism. If 
we are no longer the Latter-day Saints, here - 

are some suggestions to update our name in 
accordance with the new policy: Former-day 
Saints (were first); Former-Latter-day Saints; 
Present-day Saints; Ladder-day Saints (up- 
ward and onward); ~ver1astin~-saints (not to 
be confused with Everlast boxing gloves, 
though we are smiting Satan hip and thigh). 

SAMUEL TAYLOR 
Redwood City, CA 

FUNDAMENTALS 

RECENTLY I READ "Changed Faces: 
The Official LDS Position on Polygamy, 1890- 
1990" by Martha Bradley (SUNSTONE 14:l). 
One year ago my husband, our eldest daugh- 
ter, and I were rebaptized. We recommitted 
ourselves to the Church-as Fundamen- 
talists. Since then, two more of our children 
have done the same. 

I want to correct Bradley's erroneous con- 
clusion that polygamy is on its way to be- 
coming a "curious historical relic." The 
doctrine is alive and flourishing. 

The Church has been successful in con- 
vincing people that fundamentalists are a 
wild-eyed, weirdly dressed, fanatical fringe 
group. We are Latter-day Saints who love the 
Church, sustain the prophet, as far as he 
sustains the Lord's commandments, and fol- 
low the teachings of the Prophet Joseph. 

Our group includes a registered nurse, 
two teachers, a college sports coach, a dental 
assistant, a construction engineer, a rancher, 
a legal secretary, two military members, and 
a physicist. We are intelligent, articulate 
members of society Most importantly, we are 
or were all active, temple-going, tithe-paymg 

members of the Church who read and prayed 
for light and truth, and got it! 

ARCHER and SANDRA FORD 
Azalea, OR 

REDEMPTION POLITICS 

I WAS STRUCK by Gerry Ensely's letter 
that posed the rhetorical question about 
"why, if traditional Christianity is correct, 
God doesn't simply forgive sin in the first 
place without the ritual immorality of pun- 
ishing a totally innocent third party in the 
process" (SUNSTONE 16:3). 

While Ireneaus, as quoted by Ensely, 
comes closer than apostate Christianity to a 
reasoned response, I was disappointed that 
there was no citation of President John 
Taylor's Mediation and Atonement, which for- 
mulates in somewhat poetic, but persua- 
sively argued terms, a more complete 
Restoration view of why Jesus had to die. 

President Taylor, heroically anticipating 
the contributions of Heisenberg's Uncer- 

tainty Principle, contemporary Chaos The- 
ory, and Bell's Theorem, saw reality as pro- 
balistic, i.e. choice determined, rather than 
based on Newtonian determinism, which 
still rules some backwaters of science (pri- 
marily the social sciences). 

Taylor drew upon the peculiarly Mormon 
notion of a finite God existing in the same 
universe with other uncreated intelligences 
of Nature-stars, mountains, seas, and gar- 
dens-which were organized into higher 
forms by him. In their more evolved states 
these intelligences may become human and 
creatures. These intelligences are coeval with 
God, not his creations ("Man also was in the 
beginning with God. Intelligence, or the light 
of truth was not created or made, neither 
indeed can be" [D&C 93:29]). God is thus the 
Great Catalyst, speeding up the evolution of 
natural processes rather than causing them. 
The great purpose of creation: "Men [in the 
form of highly organized intelligence] are, 
that they might have joy" (2 Nephi 2:25). 

Taylor went on to argue that Nature, 

"Mommy, can we get Superman baptizedfor the dead?" 
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which following the initial creative act had 
been in full harmony with God's will and 
purposes, reverted to quasi-chaos when 
Adam and Eve, God's elect children, deliber- 
ately broke his law. By this act, death-chaos 
in slow process+ame into the world, re- 
quiring a voluntary act by one "like unto 
God," willing to sacrifice himself, though 
himself without sin, to redeem his sinful 
brothers and sisters. 

Only thus could the rebellious Intelligent 
Matter of Nature be persuaded to trust God 
once again, realigning itself with his pur- 
poses-the rebellious elements of which 
post-Adamic man now consists agreeing 
with man's imperfect spirit to permit a glori- 
ous resurrection. 

Thus, viewed in John Taylor's terms, Jesus 
did not die to satisFy an arbitrary concept of 
justice, but as a calculated and unavoidable 
strategy of remediation, bringing rebellious 
nature back into a compact with God and his 
fallen children, as outlined above. Compare 
this to the traditional story of the politics 
behind the War in Heaven. 

Projected into the experience of the mate- 
rial world, redemption is thus seen as more 
politics, albeit a curiously Mormon material- 
ist, quasi-pantheistic politics, than as primi- 
tive magic, or even the doctrinal "mystery" 
acceptable to traditional Protestant or Catho- 
lic theology. 

While some may argue that there's more 
poetry than mathematics in President 
Taylor's formulation, it is nevertheless miles 

ahead of Irenaeus in giving intellectual con- 
tent to the Atonement, and light years ahead 
of traditional Christianity 

D. B. TIMMINS 

BOB JONES OF THE WEST 

A S  A FORMER non-Catholic student at 
the University of Notre Dame and a recent 
non-Mormon student at Brigham Young Uni- 
versity, I read your report "BYU Memo High- 
lights Academic Freedom Issue" (SUNSTONE 
16: 1) with great interest. 

To compare the two schools, as the BYU 
Daily Universe and many within the LDS 
community do, is problematic when all that is 
compared are the similarities. The differences 
must also be noted. On the surface, the two 
institutions do bear certain similarities-both 
are in the mainstream of current academia. 
Both have acquired outside accreditation with 
its mandate for academic freedom. However, 
BYU, unlike ND, is outside current mainline 
academic practice mth respect to its Religious 
Education faculty and its position on aca- 
demic freedom. 

BW is different. I learned this rapidly and 
wth  great surprise. It was hard for me to 
conceive that any university would take such 
things as hair length and the length of shorts 
as serious issues of academic quality At 
Notre Dame I was never required to slgn a 
form abrogating certain of my rights of free- 
dom of speech and expression. Rather, the 
freedom to choose was left to individual stu- 

dents. At ND, freedom of speech was taken 
seriously. Mario Cuomo, the Catholic gover- 
nor of New York, spoke on campus and 
defended his pro-choice stance, a position at 
odds with the Catholic hierarchy and ND 
president Father Theodore Hesbergh. Catho- 
lic theologian and controversial critic Hans 
Kiing had earlier spoken on campus. These 
occurrences are akin to BW inviting Mormon 
scholar Sterling McMurrin to speak on why 
he doesn't think there were gold plates. 

Most impressive was the religious diver- 
sity of the Notre Dame faculty. Despite hav- 
ing a student population that was over 90 
percent Catholic, ND had a varied faculty 
throughout all of its colleges, including the- 
ology. For instance, Stanley Hauenvas, a 
major Methodist theologian, and John How- 
ard Yoder, a Mennonite theologian, were 
both on the divinity faculty Such a state of 
affairs reflects a religious university strong in 
its faith and trusting of its students to intelli- 
gently and faithfully deal with all issues rele- 
vant to a Catholic faith. 

On the other hand, BYU wants simulta- 
neously to inculcate the doctrines of the "one 
true Church thereby limiting freedom of 
speech, while also being a university of out- 
standing academic qualities--the "Harvard of 
the West1'-with the necessity to be an arena 
of open intellectual inquiry Mormon culture 
and society is caught simultaneously between 
the Charybdis of Mormon distinctiveness and 
the siren of worldly secularization. These cur- 
rents lead to the controversies over issues of 
what to teach and how to teach it. 

Perhaps the most tragic aspect of this con- 
troversy is the effect it has had and will have 
on the quality of academic programs at BYU. 

What BYU is, what its mission is, is un- 
clear. It is incumbent on a university that 
purports to be a religious institution to make 
clear its mission. Does BW want to be a 
university like Notre Dame, a religious uni- 
versity able to accept accreditation from sec- 
ular organizations and still remain faithful to 
its religious roots and to freedom of speech 
and freedom of expression? Or does it wish 
to reject accreditation and stress that it is like 
Bob Jone+a school for a specific body of 
saints that expects obedience to its dogmas? 
The choice must be made, and made in an 
honest, straightfonvard, and clear way 

RON G. HELFRICH 
Provo, UT 

THE SEPARATION OF 
CHURCH AND SCHOOL 

" ~ a v e  you ever wondered, where did I comefrom? why am I here? QUESTIONING IS A legitimate tool of 
and where am I going after this life is over!" academia, but it is not necessarily a legiti- 
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mate tool of religion. When the resurrected 
Christ came to the Americas, he chastised the 
Saints for their debate on baptism. He gave 
them the manner that they should baptize 
and then told them to cease their disputa- 
tions concerning the points of his doctrine. 

Religious questioning is not detrimental if 
it is tempered with "not my will but thine." 
But when questioning leads to criticism, it is 
often followed by apostasy 

The Lord has said that his thoughts are 
not our thoughts and his ways are not our 
ways. Questioning and criticism are aca- 
demic tools, but they are not the Lord's way 
If the Lord is upset with a doctrine or prac- 
tice, he will change it through his prophets, 
not through his scholars. 

One of the differences between a univer- 
sity and a church is the acceptance or rejec- 
tion of questioning and criticism. To a 
university, questioning and criticism are fun- 
damental rights; to religion, such scrutiny is 
discouraged. 

Many people see Bw professors as quasi- 
general authorities. BYU should be run like a 
university rather than an arm of the Church. 
Give BYU professors academic freedom; give 
the Church allegiance; but give up the con- 
cept that BYU is the Lord's university 

GEORGE FAIRBANKS 
Mesquite, TX 

A 24-HOUR SEMINARY 

SCOTT ABBOTT seems to be confused 
and conflicted about an important concept in 
his essay "One Lord, One Faith, Two Univer- 
sities: Tensions between 'Religion' and 
'Thought' at BYU" (SUNSTONE 16:3). The 
concept is "exclusion." Generally in this 
essay where he defends the importance of 
reason and the intellect, Abbott condemns 
exclusionary thought and practices, specific- 
ally criticizing leaders of the Church or BYU. 
He asks why the BYU board of trustees has the 
need to "assert exclusive control" over school 
policy (emphasis added here and below). He 
also fears that the word Mormon will "evoke 
bigotry, exclusion, narrowness, and sectarian- 
ism in nonmembers' minds. 

However, in other places Abbott seems 
fond of exclusivity In the first paragraph, he 
tells his readers about his tenure "at an exclu- 
sive university" in Tennessee where he taught 
before coming to the Y. (He also mentions 
Princeton three times in quick succession to 
make sure we don't miss the time he spent 
there.) And in explaining his current pride 
about being on the Ys faculty, he tells us that 
some of the Ys "most exclusive scholarships" 
are now going to women. 

How do we make sense of Abbott's con- 
tradictory use of this concept? Is he for exclu- 
sion or not? Although Abbott professes to be 
against exclusionary thought and practices in 
general, he appears to like being part of ex- 
clusive groups on a personal level. If he's part 
of an exclusionary group, he supports exclu- 
sion; ~f he's not, he's opposed to it. 

I appreciate Abbott's defense of intellect 
and rationality and their importance to reli- 
gious faith. I decided not to accept a scholar- 
ship to BYu back in 1962 because I was afraid 
the Y would be like seminary, twenty-four 
hours a day. But although I chose not to 
attend the Y, I've always respected the fact 
that it is a school with a difference. And I 
admire and appreciate Church authorities- 
whether in Provo, Salt Lake, or wherever- 
who try to help us find the balance between 
faith and reason. Finding this balance neces- 
sarily requires discriminating, even exclu- 
sionary, thought and practices. We make 
choices every day about how we lead our 
lives and what thoughts we tlunk. We neces- 
sarily must exclude some activities and some 
thoughts. Even if it were good to do so, there 
simply isn't time enough to do or think ev- 
erything, and I appreciate the Church's guid- 
ance in these matters. 

Rather than condemn our leaders as 
flawed and inadequate, as Abbott does, they 
should be applauded for attempting to do 
something that many universities hold in 
contempt. Despite his varied educational ex- 
periences, Abbott seems surprisingly paro- 

chial, even naive, about American education 
today. Most universities don't even try to 
reconcile faith and reason. Faith is not in- 
vited on campus, but is told to stay far away 
I have two children attending colleges in the 
East and Midwest, and I've decided that 
twenty-four-hour-a-day seminary is much 
preferable to the twenty-four-hour "sex, 
drugs, and rock and roll" scene on many 
campuses. Sadly for the nation, many stu- 
dents are demoralized at college, in all senses 
of the word, before they begin their adult 
lives. 

CATHERINE HAMMON SUNDWALL 
Silver Spring, MD 

IS WRIGHT WRONG? 

DAVID P. WRIGHT'S article ("Historical 
Criticism: A Necessary Element in the Search 
for Religious Tmth," SUNSTONE 16:3) in Old 
Testament studies illustrates the heavy price 
paid by self-absorbed intellectual provincial- 
ism in religious life. He writes with self-righ- 
teous indignation, as though he himself 
discovered all of the main scholarly achieve- 
ments of Old Testament scholarship over the 
past two hundred years. Without the self-cel- 
ebratory "I," he could not have written a line 
about what are, in fact, perfectly standard 
and broadly accepted positions in that field. 
But he does not merely reinvent the wheel. In 
his remarkable exemplification of the costs of 
ego-centrism in scholarship-which by defi- 
nition demands humility to learn both from 

" . . . I . . . 1 think of all the Ffvenssh ch-chocolates, I like the ones 
in the sh-shhhiny foil the best . . . (hic). " 
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others and from one's own limitations and 
mistakes--he ignores the vast literature of 
theology devoted to the very problem that 
concerns him. That Van Harvey's classic The 
Historian and the Believer, in print for decades 
now, might have helped him in his perfectly 
reasonable reflections on the conflict be- 
tween theological truth and historical fact, 
Wright seems-simply not to know His article 
is merely naive. 

JACOB NEUSNER 
Tampa, FL 

THE WRIGHT DIRECTION 

1 CAN ATTEST to the process of conver- 
sion David E Wright mentions. 

I jolned the Church in my mid-teens. It 
appealed to a nascent conservatism that also 
led me to volunteer as a precinct worker for 
Bany Goldwater's presidential candidacy In 
my subsequent studies of the scriptures and 
Church history, my natural inclination was 
toward the traditionalist vlew. My conversion 
to the historical-critical orientation was tor- 
tuous and painful. I resisted stoutly for some 
time. But, slowly, I was forced to admit that 
the evidence was overwhelmingly on the side 
of the critical approach. 

The critical mode is considered humanis- 
tic and those who adhere to it are presumed 
to be l~berals. But, it doesn't have to be that 
way It is not necessarily the road to alien- 
ation, inactivity, and apostasy My outlook 
remains conservative. I'm still a Republican 
Party activist. In the Church, I would be 

TELESTIAL KINGDOM 

considered mainstream. I taught early-mom- 
ing seminary for fifteen years. I have served 
in four bishoprics and have filled two mis- 
sions. My wife doesn't work out of the home, 
and I have four over-achieving children. My 
eldest son is on a mission in France. I have a 
testimony. I have spiritual experiences. I get 
answers to my prayers. 

There is no reason why the traditionalist 
view should prevail in the Church. It is a 
mistake that it does. Our objective is to find 
the truth, yet L D ~  biblical scholarship is es- 
sentially stuck in the nineteenth century. The 
Prophet Joseph recognized there were prob- 
lems with the Bible. We should be confront- 
ing those problems with the best scholarly 
tools available to us. 

No one expects our scientists to do their 
research using century-old methods, yet we 
expect our biblical scholars to work under 
just such a restraint. Wright's article was a 
good step in the right direction. I hope to see 
more scholars explore other critical studies. 

MICHAEL RAYBACK 
Boulde,: CO 

MODEST PROPOSALS 

1 HAVE BEEN a SUNSTONE reader for 
several years and compliment your generally 
good scholarship and interesting articles. 
However, a recent issue (16:3), illustrated 
two small but pervasive problems 

PROBLEM 1-SOLUTIONS. I enjoyed the 
fine and fascinating analysis by Martha Brad- 
ley, "The Mormon Steeple: A Symbol of 

What?" Her article, though, is an example of 
what I often find in SUNSTONE articles: su- 
perb analysis; weak solutions. In her case, 
the solutions are not just weak, they are 
non-existent. Her thesis was beautifully de- 
veloped and documented. Indeed, the Mor- 
mon steeple is void of any symbolic worship 
value. But what's the answer? Does she have 
an idea for a new steeple that could embody 
and perhaps refocus the Mormon chapel as a 
House of God and not a "house of commu- 
nity, social, and administrative life"? Can 
such a design meet the difficult resource al- 
location decisions that must happen in a 
growing global church where the tradeoffs 
are not carpet versus steeple, but education 
versus missionary work versus non-U.S. de- 
velopment where needs are four walls and a 
roof? 

As a leader in a Fortune 10 company, I 
have come to appreciate that there are many 
who can analyze a problem and tell me the 
four thousand things wrong. But few can 
perform the analysis and with vision carve 
out meaningful and lasting solutions. Sadly, 
academia has the same problem. This is an 
area where SUNSTONE could improve. 

Other articles in the same issue perform 
just as badly. Paul Pollei's "The Decline of 
Music in Mormon Culturen is an interesting 
and accurate portrayal of the state of music 
in the Church. Suggestions, Paul? Nope. I 
did count one regarding expanding BYU'S an- 
nual workshop for Church musicians. A 
weak solution: how will that reach us out 
here in Wisconsin and beyond? Proposals, 
SUNSTONE, please! 

On the bright side, Lisa Bolin Hawkins's 
"Life Is Too Full of Surprises," concerning 
those dreaded, suspenseful "please call Pres- 
ident So-and-so" (where So-and-so is a stake 
president, bishop, or whatever), is not just 
good analysis, but offers several insightful 
and-more importantly-actionable solu- 
tions. This is the kind of work in which 
SUNSTONE should be engaged. 

PROBLEM 2-NOTES Excuse me for be~ng 
a student of Miss Thistlebottom, but we have 
to improve the way we use foomotes. The 
footnote is supposed to provide reference 
material or slight expansions or refinements 
in definitions. The way the foomote is used 
in much of Mormon scholarship, and partic- 
ularly in SUNSTONE, is unacceptable. Any 
more it seems that core ideas and evidence 
are not in the text but in the notes. 

Consider David F! Wright's fine paper. 
There are many poor endnote usages in this 
paper. The first occurs with endnote 4. The 
note is hardly referential; worse, it is te- 
diously long. It talks through the problem of 
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the "spiritual mode as an avenue of historical 
understandingn-frankly, a paper within a 
paper. The note has little to do with Wright's 
main thesis. It is distracting at best; at worst, 
it is a private little argument. The bottom 
line? Fit it into the article or eliminate it. 

In note 12, Wright commits another note- 
worthy sin. The discussion in the text deals 
with why baptism could not have been a rite 
de passage in the Old Testament. Wright's 
excellent point is that the historical and tex- 
tual evidence does not support the tradi- 
tional Mormon view. However, rather than 
address the pitfalls of blaming these lunds of 
things on the lost "plain and precious parts" 
in the body of his argument---certainly a 
critical argument to a Mormon audience- 
Wright relegates it to a short note. As an 
example of his thesis that critical historical 
analysis can add value to our understanding 
of the LDS canon, this seems like a key exam- 
ple that ought to belong in the text. 

Perhaps the gravest error of all in Mormon 
footnoting, and certainly present in Wright's 
article, is the number and degree of cheap 
shots that take place in the notes. Do SUN- 
STONE and Mormon writers have to resort to 
such cowardly approaches as burying schol- 
arly insults in their endnotes? Consider note 
59. In the body of the article Wright is telling 
us what the Book of Mormon teaches about 
Native American skin color. The note gves a 
few scriptural references as a good note 
should, but then Wright refers to John 
Sorenson's Ancient Setting and informs us that 
Sorenson's "partially critical attempt" to re- 
solve these issues "cannot be accepted." 
Wright may be correct but (a) the least he can 
do is give us the evidence (like we good 
skeptical SUNSTONE readers are going to take 
his undocumented opinion for anything!) 
and (b) please keep the scholarly bickering 
out of the notes. 

Come on, SUNSTONE scholars and edi- 
tors, give us better writing! 

Dow R. WILSON 
Elm Grove, WI 

ANTI-MORMON AUTHORS 

1 AM OPEN minded about the Church, 
and have been a subscriber to SUNSTONE for 
some time. Although there have been many 
faith-weakening articles, I have put up with 
these because of a general interest in the 
intellectual and practical side of the Church. 

However, there are limits to my tolerance, 
and SUNSTONE has now exceeded them. 

promote apostasy: "If a man can so lie to and 
humiliate his 'elect lady' [Emma Smith] what 
other lies would he tell? . . . Joseph Smith's 
grand tradition of lying for the Lord has 
flourished in the Church ever since. . . " 
("Mercy, Mercy," SUNSTONE 16:3). 

These comments are not only faith-weak- 
ening, they are intended to be faith-destroy- 
ing. How can anyone who believes as she 
does continue, or want to continue, to be a 
member of the Church? If Joseph Smith was 
nothing but a liar, and if the Church leaders 
now continue this "grand tradition" of lying, 
then Joseph Smith was no prophet and nei- 
ther are they And this means neither the 
Book of Mormon nor the Church can be true. 

Lest anyone miss this point, it is stated 
explicitly in David P Wright's article. Ignor- 
ing all the other extremely persuasive evi- 
dence for the historical authenticity of the 
Book of Mormon, he cites such things as the 
supposed division of Isaiah into three au- 
thors as proof that the Book of Mormon 
cannot be true, and invites the reader to 
share his conclusion that "A critical study of 
the Book of Mormon, as I have indicated, 
shows that Joseph Smith was its author." 

What is going on here? This is the kind of 
stuff I would expect to read in avowedly 
anti-Mormon literature, unabashedly aimed 
at persuading the reader to leave the Church. 
Undoubtedly it will be gleefully quoted by 
them in support of their purpose. 

The Brethren really do know what they 
are talking about. One seriously risks losing 
his or her testimony by getting mixed up 
with SUNSTONE. How else can I protest? 
Please cancel my subscription. 

FRANK. J. JOHNSON 
Potomac, MD 

Note: See the Give and Take column on page 11 
forfurther discussion of David Wright's article. 

SUNSTONE ENCOURAGES c o m E s -  
PONDENCE. ADDRESS LETERS FOR 
PUBLICATION TO "READERS' FORUM" 
(FAX: 801/35 5-4043). WE EDIT LETTERS 
FOR CLARITY AND TONE AND CUT 
THEM FOR SPACE, DUPLICATION, AND 
VERBOSITY. LETTERS ADDRESSED TO 
AUTHORS WILL BE FORWARDED UN- 
OPENED TO THEM. TF 

Your September issue contains a letter by 
Deborah Austin Stolworthy, that contains 
comments about Joseph Smith that can only 
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